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a feeling diScovered
through cycling.

You have chosen a bicycle that is not just a throw-away product, but a quality bicycle that will
have a long life if you use it correctly and maintain it well. The bicycle is manufactured in Skeppshult
according to the maxim good design and high performance and is equipped with components
developed to overcome the Scandinavian climate.

During the eighty years or more that we have manufactured bicycles in Skeppshult the environment
and work to sustain it have always been close to our heart. You can rest assured that your bicycle
originates from a process that follows and in many instances surpasses the environmental demands
made on the manufacture of bicycles in Sweden.

This manual will help you to get the best possible performance from your Skeppshult bicycle. Here you
will find care instructions, instructions about how to repair a puncture and tips about how to change
gear to minimise wear and for the smoothest possible running. More advanced technical information
about the hubs, gears and brakes on your bicycle can be downloaded from our website or ordered via
e-mail, fax or telephone. Downloading the information from our website means you contribute towards
reducing the amount of printed matter and in doing so you are helping to improve the environment.

However, to really get to know your bicycle from Skeppshult you need to ride it. Not until you have
become one with the smooth running, the easy-rolling tyres, the design and best possible components
available on the market, will the experience be complete.

Thank you for choosing to ride a bicycle from Skeppshult. We wish you the greatest possible pleasure
from your new bicycle.
At www.skeppshult.se you will find further information about all models.
Cycling in general
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cycling in general

A Skeppshult bicycle performs best on gravel or asphalt roads.

Your Skeppshult bicycle is primarily designed for riding on roads. If you exercise regularly and cycle
for your well-being you will achieve the best circulation (transportation of oxygen) through your muscles
if you use low gears. A good pace is to pedal between 75–90 revolutions per minute. When you change
gear, you should ease the pedal pressure when shifting. This results in less wear to the gear mechanism
and gives a gentle and smooth gear change. The bicycle will give you many pleasant cycling tours if
you look after it properly. You will prevent unnecessary wear and possible damage if you always ensure
your bicycle is in good condition.
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Cycling in general

We recommend that you regularly check that the lights work and that the tyres are inflated to the correct pressure. Also make it a habit to check the brakes and chain. Remember that the braking distance
is longer if the road surface is slippery and/or you are carrying a heavy load. Contact your Skeppshult
dealer if you discover damage to the frame, front forks, wheels, pedal arms, etc.
Make sure you check safety features regularly such as the frame, front forks, steering, steering stem, pedals, tyres and wheels. We recommend the more you cycle, the shorter the interval. Also check all bolted
joints and tighten these if necessary.
WARNING: Carrying large loads can result in wear on the bicycle. Different materials and components
react differently to these strains. When a component is worn out it can suddenly stop working, which
can result in serious injury to the cyclist. The smallest crack or discolouration in exposed areas indicates
that the component is worn and should be replaced.
The recommended weight for your Skeppshult bicycle is 150 kg in total. You should not load more than
25 kg on the rear rack and 5 kg in a handlebar basket. Accordingly, the rear rack is not designed to
carry passengers.
Naturally you must use the lights when cycling at dusk/in darkness and ensure that the reflectors are
not damaged and are clean. This is the law. We urge you to always follow current legislation regarding
cycling on roads. Of course we recommend that you wear a bicycle helmet.

Cycling in general
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BICYCLE TERMINOLOGY
To understand and use cycle terms is not always so easy. Here is a brief description of some of the parts and
components that make up a Skeppshult bicycle and contribute towards our acknowledged high quality.

REAR RACK

STEERING STEM
LOCK
LIGHTS

FRONT MUDGUARD

REAR LAMP/DIODE

SPOKE

RIM

CHAIN
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BICYCLE TERMINOLOGY

VALVE

Steering bearing Adjustable steering stem
Hub generator Crank bearing.

Crank set

SADDLE CLAMP

SADDLE POST

SHIFT LEVER

STEERING BEARING

REAR MUDGUARD
FRONT FORKS
FRONT HUB
CHAIN GUARD
SPROCKET

REAR HUB

PEDAL ARM

MUDGUARD STAY

BICYCLE TERMINOLOGY
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tip: Sit perfectly.
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INDIVIDUaL SeTTINGS

individual settings
Ready to ride from the store
A bicycle from Skeppshult is ready to ride directly from the store, but make sure you adjust the handlebars 
(if required) and the height of the saddle before you ride off, and your maiden trip will then be sheer enjoyment.

1

2

3

4

Adjusting the steering/steering stem
Several models offer an adjustable steering stem, which can be adjusted to suit your riding stance (picture 1 & 2). The
steering stem must not be raised above the specific marking on the steering stem. Some models features a so-called
ahead (pictures 3 & 4). This must not be raised at all.

individual settings
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Measure the right frame height
On a man's bicycle position yourself as illustrated (picture 1). There should be the few centimetres between the
crotch and upper tube of the frame. On a lady's bicycle you measure from the top edge of the frame's saddle tube.

2

1

3

4

Saddle height adjustment
When you sit on the bicycle you should reach the pedals with the arch of your foot. The pedal arm must be in line with
the saddle tube (picture 2).
Loosen the saddle tube clamp or the saddle tube bolt to raise/lower the saddle. The saddle post must not be raised
above the marking.
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individual settings

Saddle's length and angle setting
The pedal arms should be in set to the “quarter to three” position (see pictures 3 & 4 on the previous page). Loosen
the nut on the saddle clamp to adjust the angle or length of the saddle. If you have an aluminium post you need
to loosen the socket head cap screw under the saddle. Tighten fully when you have set the required angle.

individual settings
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leather saddle
A leather saddle moulds itself to the user, like a pair of shoes. You can start to use the new saddle without any further action, but initially it
may be a good idea not to wear light-coloured trousers. A damp saddle can lose colour. If the saddle is damp or wet it can be protected with
a saddle cover. Remove the cover when it is not required so that the leather can “breathe” and dry. When the saddle has been used for some
time you may notice some surface dullness/dryness.
Top

Adjusting the leather

Wipe off any dirt using a cloth and then work in Brooks' leather conditioner

The leather on the saddle can be tensioned if it hangs down too much.

for leather saddles. A tin is supplied with your new bicycle. Work/rub in a

Tensioning the leather correctly ensures your saddle maintains its shape

thin layer on the saddle using your thumbs. Allow to dry. When the saddle is

and comfort. Turn the front bolt a quarter turn to tension the saddle. Now

dry carefully brush off the white coating. The saddle has now been treated

check the saddle's resilience. Never screw more than a quarter turn at

and does not need to be treated again until the surface of the saddle

a time. If you apply too much tension you will overstretch the leather.

appears dry again. This only needs to be done once a year under normal

The correct technique is to tension a little, but not too often. Remember

circumstances. The treatment should be repeated more frequently if the

that when you have reached the end of the bolt the saddle cannot be

saddle is subjected to rain every day. NOTE! A newly treated or wet saddle

tensioned any more.

can discolour clothing. Use a saddle cover.
Remember:
Underside

- Condition your saddle to increase protection against moisture.

Work in the conditioner on the underside of the saddle in the same way as

- A wet saddle can stretch when you sit on it. This reduces
the adjustment possibilities.

the top. Note however the underside only needs to be treated in this way
once.

- Never tighten a wet saddle.
- Never condition a wet saddle.
- Remove the saddle cover if the saddle is wet and allow it to dry in the air.
- Do not lean the bicycle against the wall resting on the saddle.
It can easily be damaged.
- Cover the saddle springs if a child is carried in a child seat.
individual settings
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general care instructions

never wash the bicycle with a high pressure washer.

A clean bicycle is a happy bicycle. Carry out regular maintenance especially on the chain and
gears, but other moving parts should also be lubricated periodically. Your chain is lubricated during
assembly using environmentally friendly oil, which you can also purchase from your Skeppshult dealer.
Wipe off your bicycle using a damp cloth. You can also use washing-up liquid and a washing-up brush.
Carefully rinse the bicycle after cleaning, try to prevent water from entering the hub, crank set or other
bearings. Wipe off the bicycle using a dry cloth and preferably treat chromium-plated parts with a
chrome polish or the like. Wax polish can also be applied to the frame and forks at the same time.
Touch up any damage to the paintwork with a touch-up paint to prevent rust. NOTE! Never use a high
pressurewasher to rinse off the bicycle.
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General care instructions

washing the matt finished frame

Repairs

A matt finish is more sensitive than a gloss finish. If you get grease

You should always contact a tradesman if a problem occurs with

stains on the matt finish, these can be removed using window cleaner

the front hub, rear hub (with or without gears), crank set and steering

or washing-up liquid and water. You should never polish the matt finish

bearing. Always contact your Skeppshult dealer in the event of any

using ordinary car wax, it will then become glossy. In the event of wear,

uncertainty.

e.g. when a cable rubs against the finish, the matt finish will become
glossy. This cannot be polished out.

Winter storage
It is appropriate to apply rust protection to your bicycle before winter

Annual service

storage. Spray all zinc or chromium plated parts with a rust inhibitor.

You should allow your Skeppshult dealer to service your bicycle once

Preferably store your bicycle hanging to offload the tyres.

a year.

General care instructions
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CHAIN, HUB & Gears

clean and lubricate the chain periodically.

A clean chain and sprocket require fewer adjustments, give less wear and the best possible
performance. Make sure you clean and lubricate your chain regularly. Your chain is lubricated during
assembly using environmentally friendly oil, which you can also purchase from your Skeppshult dealer.

18

Chain, Hub & Gears

individuella
Chain,inställningar
Hub & Gears
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Chains on bicycles with hub gears and 0-geared
The chain must be adjusted correctly and well lubricated. In the centre

A rusty chain should be replaced. If you replace the chain yourself,

of its free length the chain should have approximately 10 mm of play.

remember that the chain lock's spring should sit on the side facing

To adjust the chain, loosen the hub nuts and the bolt holding the rear

inwards and the spring should be fitted with the closed-end in the

hub's brake arm. Then move the wheel forwards or backwards until the

chain's the direction of movement. A chain on a bicycle with hub

chain has the correct amount of play. If the chain is adjusted too much

gears and 0-geared should be replaced every third year or after

this can damage the rear hub; if the chain is not adjusted sufficiently it

approximately 3000 kilometres. NOTE! Even anti-rust chains must be

will easily jump off.

oiled. When you change gear on a hub gear, you should ease the
pedal pressure when changing.

The chain should be cleaned a few times a year. Brush on a
degreaser using a round paint brush and allow to act for a few
minutes. Rinse with water. Wash off the chain using a sponge and
washing-up liquid in hot water. Allow to dry and oil thoroughly using
environmentally friendly chain oil, which you can purchase from your
Skeppshult dealer. Wipe off any surplus oil using a cotton cloth.
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Chain, Hub & Gears

Chains on bicycles with chain gears

To adjust other gears – refer to the technical appendix on our website,

When assembling the chain this is placed on the smallest rear cog and

where you can also find a gear ratio table for your bicycle. If you wish

on the smallest front cog. The chain should then be easy to tension with

to change the gear ratio please contact your Skeppshult dealer.

the help of the gear pulleys and their spring tension. This chain should
be cleaned at least every other month. We recommend more frequent

picture 1.

picture 2.

cleaning when used daily during the winter. Clean according to the
description in the previous section.
A chain on a bicycle with chain gears should be replaced once a year.
You should also ease the pedal pressure when changing gear
on a bicycle with chain gears. This results in less wear to the gear
mechanism and gives a gentle and smooth gear change. External

Hub – general maintenance

influences, e.g. if the bicycle falls over on the gear side, can result in

Adjustment and repair of the hubs and brakes should be carried out

the gears becoming misaligned, which causes the chain to run jerkily.

by your Skeppshult dealer. If you use your bicycle regularly this should

Also check that the front sprocket has not become misaligned. If this

be done each year.

has occurred contact your nearest Skeppshult dealer for repair or
adjustment.

Gear chains, some cables and moving parts in the gear shifter should
be lubricated a few times a year to give optimal performance.

Setting the gear register 8-gear automatic shift
If you are used to having a high rhythm (pedal turns/minute) you

High pressure washers must never be used for cleaning as water can

should set the control according to dial 1 (See picture 1). If you prefer a

be forced into the hub causing rust. If possible avoid transporting the

low rhythm instead, you should set the control according to dial 11 (See

bicycle on a car rack in the rain. The air pressure can cause the same

picture 2). In total you have 8 positions that you can set. Try and find a

damage to the hub as a high-pressure washer.

gear position that suits your cycling style.
Chain, Hub & Gears
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moSt damage to tyreS
and wheelS iS cauSed by
too little air.
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WHeeLS & TYreS

Wheels & Tyres
Use Tyre levers when changing tyres. NOTE! Always use nylon tyre levers. Screwdrivers or similar tools
can easily damage the inner tube and rim.

Most tyre damage is caused by too little air in the inner tube. Even the rim is sensitive to damage when
the air pressure is too low. Skeppshult's bicycles are fitted with tyres and inner tubes from Schwalbe.
Your Skeppshult dealer can provide you with the correct tyres and inner tubes for your bicycle. The air
pressure is stated on the original tyre. A correctly inflated bicycle tyre rolls much easier.

Wheels & Tyres
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Removing a tyre:
1.

Deflate and remove the valve nuts, press in the valve.

2.

Pinch together the tyre so that it releases from the sides of the rim.

3.

Insert the tyre levers under the tyre with a few centimetres
spacing and pry the tyre over the edge of the rim. Hook the tyre
levers in a spoke. The tyre can then be removed by hand.

Fitting a tyre:
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1.

Check that the rim tape is in good condition.

2.

Pry one side of the tyre on the rim.

3.

Push the valve into the rim, fit the nuts and inflate with a little air to
prevent the inner tube from becoming misaligned or punctured
when fitting the tyre.

Wheels & Tyres

4.

Insert the inner tube in the tyre and start to pry on the tyre inner
tube by the valve. It should be possible to do this by hand, but
if you need to use tools use the tyre levers carefully. Check that
the inner tube lies loosely in the tyre before inflating.

5.

Check that the tyre is seated correctly on the rim. If it is seated
incorrectly the bicycle can start to “wobble” or the tyre can
come off when inflating.

6. 	Ensure the tyres are inflated to the correct air pressure. Check this
using an air pressure gauge which can also be purchased from
your Skeppshult dealer. See the air pressure stated on the side
of the tyre.

Wheel setting
Adjust so that the wheels are in line with each other, otherwise the bicycle will pull to one side. Check that
no spokes are missing and that they are tensioned. Missing spokes or poorly tensioned spokes can damage
the wheel. Let your Skeppshult dealer attend to any problems with the spokes.

Wheel replacement Shimano hub without gears
Dismantling
Loosen the brake arm clamp bolt. Loosen the axle nuts. The wheel can now be removed from the rear forks.
NOTE! Pay particular attention that the washers rest against the rear fork lugs.

WHEELS & TYRES
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Assembling

Picture 1

Carried out as above but in the reverse order. Ensure that the washers
rest correctly against the rear fork lugs; just as before dismantling. Fit
the brake arm clamp with bolt, but do not tighten. Tighten the chain,
align the wheel in the rear forks and tighten the axle nuts fully. Now
tighten the brake arm. It is important that this is tightened fully If the
S

E

T

brake arm becomes loose it will follow the hub, which locks the hub or

T

E

S

stops the brake from working.

Loosen the gearbox 's locking screw (picture 1), suspend the
gearbox from the wheel.

2.

Loosen the brake arm clamp bolt.

3.

Loosen the wheel nuts. NOTE! Pay particular attention how the
washers are placed inside/outside the fork lugs.

4.	Remove the chain from the sprocket and lift out the wheel.
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Wheels & Tyres

SET

1.

SET

Wheel replacement Shimano 3-gear hub

Assembling

Picture 2

Carried out as above but in the reverse order. Ensure that the washers rest
correctly against the rear fork lugs; just as before dismantling. Tighten the
chain, align the wheel in the rear forks and tighten the axle nuts fully. Now
tighten the brake arm. It is important that this is tightened fully If the brake
arm becomes loose it will follow the hub, which locks the hub or stops the
brake from working.

SET
SET

SET

5.	Adjusting the gears (picture 2). Set the shifter in 2nd gear. Use the
adjuster screw on the gearbox. The link arm's yellow section should be
between the yellow lines.

SET

WHEELS & TYRES
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Wheel replacement sRAM Spectro 5-gear hub

Clickbox Spectro 5

Dismantling
Set the shifter in 2nd gear. Loosen the fastening screw on the clickbox.
Pull off the clickbox from rear hub axle. The gear tube and fixer bush

adjuster screw

can remain in place on the rear hub axle without them falling off.
NOTE! The gear rod lies loose in the axle. Loosen the brake arm clamp
and wheel nuts. Remove the wheel. Pay particular attention and
arrow mark

check how the washers/protecting brace are fitted inside/outside the
fork lugs.

Assembling
NOTE! Fit the washers/protecting brace in the same order as when

fixer slot

dismantling. The protecting brace is fitted on the chain and sprocket
side so it rests on the rear fork tube. Secure the brake arm loosely in
the clamp. Adjust the wheel in the rear forks, tighten the chain. Tighten
the axle nuts and brake arm clamp. Ensure that 1-2 threads are visible
between the axle nut and fixer bush.
The gear rod is slid into the gear tube (lightly oil the parts) and then
slid into the axle hole on the chain sprocket side as far as it will go.
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fastening screw

If the fixer bush and gear tube have been dismantled:

Gear parts Spectro 5

Ensure that the lug on the fixer bush is seated in the slot on the axle
tube. Now press in the fixer bush as far as possible. It can be heard and

fixer bush
gear tube

felt when the bush is in the right position.

Turn the fixer bush so that the guide pin is positioned on top. Fit
the clickbox so that the guide pin goes all the way home. Tighten
the clickbox on the axle by hand using the fastening screw on the
clickbox's short side. NOTE! The shifter must be in 2nd gear when
assembling the clickbox.

axle slot

axle slot

If the gears need to be readjusted, change the rotary gear shifter from
4th to 3rd gear. Then position the arrow mark after the line mark on the
box's display by turning the adjuster screw to the same position. Check
this setting now and again and adjust if necessary.

WHEELS & TYRES
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Wheel replacement 7-gears
Dismantling
1.

Set the shifter in 1st gear (picture 1).

2.

Loosen the cable from the cassette unit. Use a 2 mm allen key
or the like (picture 2).

3.

Now loosen the brake arm clamp bolt and wheel nuts.
NOTE! Pay particular attention how the washers are placed
inside/outside the fork lugs. Lift the chain from the rear sprocket,
lift out the wheel.

1
Gear shifter

1

Assembling
1.

Perform all the steps in the reverse order as set out for dismantling.
Pay particular attention that the washers are placed in the same
position as before dismantling.

2
LOCK

2.	Align the wheel, tighten the chain. Tighten the wheel nuts and
brake arm clamp.
3.
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To check the gear adjustment (picture 3) set the shifter in 4th
gear. The red markings should align with each other in the small
plastic window (picture 4) located on top of the gear cassette.
When adjusting turn the adjuster screw (picture 5) by the shifter.

Wheels & tyres

CJ-NX40
JAPAN

Guide hole

2 mm allen key

Wheel replacement 8-gears
Dismantling
1.

Set the shifter in 1st gear (picture 1).

2.

Loosen the cable from the cassette unit. Use a 2 mm allen key or
the like (picture 2).

3.

Now loosen the brake arm clamp bolt and wheel nuts. NOTE! Pay
particular attention how the washers are placed inside/outside the
fork lugs. Lift the chain from the rear sprocket, lift out the wheel.

Assembling
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Set to

4

4

When the bicycle is upright
Must be straight
Cassette joint guide

2.

Perform all the steps in the reverse order as set out for dismantling.
Pay particular attention that the washers are placed in the same
position as before dismantling.

CJ-NX40

Cassette joint bracket

When the bicycle is upside down

To check the gear adjustment (picture 3) set the shifter in 4th gear.
The red markings should align with each other in the small plastic
window. (picture 4) located on top of the gear cassette.
When adjusting turn the adjuster screw by the shifter (picture 5).

Must be straight
Cassette joint guide
CJ-NX40

1.

Cassette joint bracket

5

Cable's adjuster bolt

Wheels & tyres
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Wheel replacement 8-gear automatic shift

Assembling

Dismantling the rear wheel

1.

Perform all the steps in the reverse order as set out for dismantling.
Pay particular attention that the washers are placed in the same
position as before dismantling.

2.

With the quick coupling lever in the open position, screw on the nut
until the play between the hub and fork ends is virtually eliminated.

3.

Move the quick coupling lever to the locked position.

1.

Loosen the motor cable from the motor unit as illustrated.

2.

Loosen the brake arm clamp bolt and wheel nuts. NOTE! Pay
particular attention how the washers are placed inside/outside
the fork lugs. Lift the chain from the rear sprocket, lift out the wheel.

Assembling
1.

Perform all the steps in the reverse order as set out for dismantling.
Pay particular attention that the washers are placed in the same
position as before dismantling.

NOTE! Never tighten the hub. Always use the lever function.
Ask your Skeppshult dealer to show you the procedure if you are
uncertain how to proceed.

Dismantling the front wheel
The front wheel is equipped with a quick coupling for attachment
in the forks. This has a through, loose axle. At one end of the axle is a
swivel, eccentric quick coupling lever and a nut at the other end. There

IVE

-DR

TIC

MA

TO

AU

is also a spring on the axle on each side of the hub. The narrowest end

Connection

of the spring faces in towards the hub. The quick coupling has a cam
and you only need to move it straight outwards to release the wheel.

AI-4S41

JAPAN

No gap

1 . Loosen the connector on the hub dynamo.
2.

Loosen the quick coupling lever.

3 . Then loosen the nut on the axle so that the wheel easily passes
between the fork ends.
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Motor unit

Connection's
fasteningbolt should
be tightened fully

Wheel replacement chain geared bicycles
Guide slot

Dismantling
1.

Place the chain on the small front sprocket and the small rear.

2.

Loosen the brake cable nipple from the link arm.

1

JAPAN

MIN 2Nm

RE

LE

3.

Loosen the brake arm clamp bolt.

4.

Loosen the wheel nuts and lift out the wheel. NOTE! Look carefully
to see how the washers are fitted.

Link unit

1.

MIN 2Nm

Perform the steps in the reverse order. NOTE! Pay particular
attention so that the washers are fitted in the same position as
before dismantling.

Guide slot

JAPAN

LE

AS

E

3

Pull backwards firmly

Slot
N

PA

not pedal backwards as this can destroy the gears and chain. This

normal when shifting gear with chain gears to continue pedalling the

E

RE

If the same gear is not engaged as indicated on the shifter, you must

also applies if you try to change gear while pedalling backwards. It is

AS

2
Slide downwards

Link unit

Assembling

While you press
the cam transfer
plate forwards

JA

Cable's adjuster bolt

Brake arm

Outer casing's retainer

whole time, but you can ease off the pedal pressure.

WHEELS & TYRES
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WHEEL REPLACEMENT front wheel
Dismantling
1.

Loosen the cable connector by the hub generator (picture 1).

2.

Loosen the brake cable nipple from the link arm (picture 2).

3.

Loosen the wheel nuts and remove the wheel.

1

Assembling
1.

Perform all the steps in the reverse order as set out for dismantling.

2.

Washers must always be fitted closest to the outside of the fork lug.

2
Lock bolt unit

2 Tighten fully

Guide hole
1
While you
slide on
the link

Pull the outer housing's retainer along the guide’s
slot in the brake arm to remove it from the slot.
Outer casing's retainer
Brake arm

Cable's adjuster bolt
Slot
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STEERING BEARING & CRANK BEARING
If play occurs on the steering or crank bearings this is either due to wear or a damaged bearing. This
must be rectified immediately and should be performed by your Skeppshult dealer. Some models are
fitted with a crank set consisting of a cassette. This is a machine ball-bearing and never needs to be
adjusted. If a problem should occur please contact your Skeppshult dealer.

bearing play must be rectified immediately.

Steering bearing & Crank bearing
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Lights

to see and be seen with the least possible resistance.

Common generator/dynamo
Check the active angle of the generator. If this is wrong it gives increased rolling resistance and
increased wear on the tyre. Also check that the bracket is tightened correctly to ensure that the
generator cannot twist and collide with the wheel. In the event of faulty lights, check the earth contact.
The easiest way is to check that the generator is tightened correctly. NOTE! The generator should always
be activated by hand.

36

Lights

Hub generator/hub dynamo
Lights for hub dynamo
Position 1 for constant light.
Position 0 switched off.
Position 2 sensor connected. (Option Only used
on models with this function.)

Replacing the battery in the rear lamp
1.

Loosen the outer glass on the rear lamp with the help of
the crosshead screw located at the bottom of the glass.

2.

Lift off the glass and replace the batteries. Make sure that the
+ and – poles are in the correct positions (see the marking
on the lamp housing).

Lights
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Brakes

lubricating grease gives the brakes a longer life.

Roller brakes – require little maintenance
With heavy usage of the brakes, remove the plug (picture 1) for “oil” on the brake shield and fill with
lubricating grease (only Shimano original grease). This counteracts noise and the brake then has a
longer life span.
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BRAKES

Lubricating hole plug

BRAKE FUNCTION
There are six rollers and three brake shoes located in the brake. When you operate the brake using the
brake lever, the six rollers move outwards on an inclined surface and press the three brake shoes equally
against the brake drum. Heat develops during braking which is led off by the cooling disc, which is
cooled by the wind.

Brake (not activated)
Brake
drum

Rollers

Brake lever
The left-hand brake lever always operates the front brake. There is a brake lever handle fitted on
the right-hand side of the handlebars on bicycles that are not equipped with a rear foot brake.
Consequently this always operates the rear brake.

Inclinded surface
Brake shoe

Brake (activated)
Rollers

Brake
drum

Inclinded surface
Brake shoe

BRAKES
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Pedals
Your bicycle is supplied with the pedals fitted. If for some reason you must fit the pedals,
remember that one has a right-hand thread (marked R) one has a left-hand thread (marked L).
The right-hand threaded pedal is fitted to the chain sprocket side. Make sure you do not damage
the threads, as there is then a risk that the pedal may loosen from the pedal arm. Remember the
pedals are always threaded forwards. The pedals must be tightened to the torque stated in the
separate diagram on the next page. If you are unsure please contact your Skeppshult dealer
Always retighten the pedals after a period of use.

The pedal bearings should be oiled occasionally using a light oil. Lean the bicycle slightly when
you drop in the oil so that even the outer bearing is oiled.

if you need to fit the pedals,
remember that they have left and right-hand threads.

Pedals
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Security and maintenance
23-24 Nm

10 Nm

Tighten to 12 Nm
12 Nm

Replace the bulb if necessary
Lubricate if necessary

(Nature 8 Nm )

Replace the bulb if necessary

Lubricate if necessary

1 x 21-22 Nm

Check the air pressure
30 Nm

• Always use Skeppshult's original parts when making
repairs, you will find these at your Skeppshult dealer.
• When replacing tyres and inner tubes use original sizes,
which are stated on the tyre wall. (E.g. 44-622 )
• The Skeppshult bicycle is built for road use.
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Safety & handlebar basket

4 x 6-7 Nm

32-34 Nm
Tighten to 25 Nm

2 x 10-11 Nm

• Always use an approved bicycle helmet.
• The tightening torque values above are recom
mended values from the component manufacturers
and according to standards. If you are unsure please
contact your Skeppshult dealer.

4 x 6-7 Nm

fitting a basket
Basket
Fitting a basket
Attach the basket to the basket stay (picture 1). Use a fitting with two holes to secure the basket to the
reflector bracket on the bicycle, the fitting is fitted through the basket (picture 2).

picture 1

picture 2

Safety & handlebar basket
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ensure that your Skeppshult remains yours.
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LOCK
Block lock
To lock – press down the button halfway and turn the lock arm completely. Press in the button until the
mechanism engages with a click. To unlock – turn the key and the lock bolt releases.

Ring lock
To lock – turn the key and press down the lock bolt on the opposite side. A clicking noise is heard in the
locked position. To unlock – turn the key and the lock bolt releases.

LOCK
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Service & maintenance
information about Your biCYCle
a separate label with information about your bicycle
is enclosed with the delivery of your new bicycle.
attach this in the designated area and you will
always have access to the key number and frame
number. You will need these details if you have to
order new keys or if your bicycle is stolen. You can
also attach the receipt on this page.
You can order new keys from your bicycle dealer or
contact us and we will help you.
attach your label here.
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SerVICe & MaINTeNaNCe

Service & Maintenance
Date:

Date:

Date:

Workshop

Workshop

Workshop

Measure

Measure

Measure

Date:

Date:

Date:

Workshop

Workshop

Workshop

Measure

Measure

Measure

Service & maintenance
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